Honor Committee Meeting Minutes – March 30th, 2014

Roll Call

Absences were: Colin Leslie, Patrick Shikani, Samuel Strongin, Natalie Whitaker, and Brett Rappaport.

Community Concerns

There were no community concerns.

Officer Reports

Michelle Butler – Michelle encouraged the members of the Committee to attend Spring co-sponsorship events, which include the NPHC Spring Fling Step Show, QSU’s Drag Bingo, Indian Student Association’s India Day, International Night, UFUSED Panel, Take Back the Night Panel. The CRDAC meeting was held last week. Martese Johnson, the Vice-Chair for Community Relations elect, was in attendance. There is one unresolved Honor Debt situation outstanding.

Brittany Wengel – Honor week was last week, which was a great success. Brittany began transitioning with Joe Martin, the Vice-Chair for Education elect. There was training for new Committee members focused on orientation and engagement. Brittany encouraged the outgoing Committee members to meet with their successors to begin transitioning.

Andrea Chernau – there are four active investigations, and there were two I-Panel last week. Andi is in the process of scheduling another I-Panel.

Conor O’Boyle – the trial for Saturday, April 5th was postponed. There is also a trial on Sunday, the 6th. There are two more trials to be scheduled.

Evan Behrle – the Honor Congress has been moved back by an hour to 5:00 on April 3rd. The Congress should run to approximately 6:00 or 6:15. Nick Hine will conclude the event as the incoming Chair of the Honor Committee. There will be breakout sessions facilitated by current and incoming members of the Committee. Nick will address how the incoming Committee will move forward with the information gathered during the event. There are close to 100 RSVPs, not including students already involved with the Honor System. Evan hopes to double that number by Thursday. Evan will write an editorial for the Cavalier Daily in the coming days. The Honor newsletter for this semester will be sent out as soon as possible, hopefully sometime tomorrow. The letter will include a link to sign up for the Honor Congress at the top.

Community Concerns

There were no community concerns.